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Abstract6

Manganese crusts (Mn-crusts) are a type of mineral deposit that exists on the surface of seamounts7

and guyots at depths of > 800m. We have developed a method to efficiently map their distribution8

using data collected by autonomous underwater vehicles and remotely operated vehicles. Volumetric9

measurements of Mn-crusts are made using a high-frequency sub-surface sonar and a 3D visual mapping10

instrument mounted on these vehicles. We developed an algorithm to estimate Mn-crust distribution11

by combining continuous sub-surface thickness measurements with exposed surface area identified12

in 3D maps. This is applied to data collected from three expeditions at Takuyo Daigo seamount at13

depths of ∼ 1400m. The transects add to ∼ 11 km in length with 12, 510m2 mapped. The results14

show that 52 % of the surveyed area is covered by Mn-crusts with a mean thickness of 70 mm. The15

mean Mn-crust occurrence is 69.6 kg/m2 with a maximum of 204 kg/m2 in the mapped region. The16

results are consistent with estimates made from samples retrieved from the area, showing more detailed17
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distribution patterns and having significantly lower uncertainty bounds for regional scale Mn-crust18

inventory estimation.19

Index Terms20

Unmanned underwater vehicles, Manganese Crust, Sub-bottom acoustics, Deep sea survey, Visual21

reconstruction, Mineral exploration, Aquatic robots.22

I. INTRODUCTION23

Cobalt-rich Manganese crusts (Mn-crust) form on the slopes and shoulders of seamounts24

and guyots in geologically stable regions. The Mn-crust layer grows over millions of years by25

precipitation from the ambient seawater [1], [2]. The northwestern Pacific Ocean is known to have26

large Mn-crust deposits spread over several hundreds of square kilometers [3]–[5]. Mn-crusts27

vary from 10 mm to 250 mm in thickness and are found between a depths of more than 800 m,28

with reports of Mn-crusts as deep as 5700 m. These deposits contain Cobalt, Nickel, Platinum29

and various rare earth elements, making them a potential target for mining [6]–[9]. However, the30

thickness of Mn-crust varies due to slope, seawater conditions, depth, historical landslides and31

sediment cover [2]. This makes reliable estimation of quantitative Mn-crust distribution difficult.32

The survey requirements of Mn-crusts are different to Manganese nodules (Mn-nodules),33

found in basins between 3500 m and 6000 m depth [7], [10]–[12], where non-contact methods34

such as shipboard multibeam [13], [14], photogrammetry and sidescan surveys [15]–[17] from35

Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) and Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) have been36

applied. Mn-nodule distribution can be accurately estimated from such datasets since their37

distribution can be determined from surface appearance and shape alone. Accurate estimates38

of Mn-crust distribution requires both the subsurface thickness of the crust layer and their lateral39

% coverage to be known. Dredging surveys are often used to survey the thickness of Mn-40

crusts, but samples recovered using this method are often damaged and the method is biased41

towards loose rocks and edges that are more likely to be snagged. Core drilling and sampling42

from ROVs is effective to collect information about the thickness and elemental composition43

of samples whose context is understood from camera footage [2], [3], [18]. However, obtaining44

samples is time consuming, and the spatial resolutions achieved is limited to just a few samples45

every km [2]. The lateral distribution of exposed crusts can be surveyed using video or still46

cameras mounted on towed sleds or ROVs, where the footage is manually labelled by human47
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Fig. 1. Mn-crusts at Takuyo Daigo seamount in the northwestern Pacific ocean. (a) Continuous Mn-crust deposits as seen from

the video feed of ROV Hyper-Dolphin. (b) Cross-section of a Mn-crust sample, showing crust (black colour) deposited as a

layer over a substrate rock (brown with intrusions).

experts into categories such as Mn-crusts, nodules or sediment deposits, which are compiled48

into estimates of distribution [4], [6]. However, manual labelling is time consuming, making it49

difficult to scale the operations to larger regions.50

High resolution, scalable estimation of Mn-crust requires automated methods to determine51

the lateral distribution and thickness of Mn-crusts without physical sampling. Acoustic methods52

can be used to measure Mn-crust thickness as long as the Mn-crusts and their substrates have53

different acoustic impedances [19]. However, it can be difficult to determine if acoustic signals54

are of Mn-crust from their acoustic signature alone.For this, visual methods can be effective if55

reliable automatic classification methods can be developed [20]–[25].56

This paper presents a scalable way to determine the continuous mass distribution of Mn-crust57

over hectare-order regions of the seafloor using visual and acoustic sensors. This builds on the58

work described in [19], describing modifications to the data acquisition hardware, and presenting59

novel data processing methods that scale to the hectare-order regions now surveyed using this60

system. This overcomes previous limitations, where in [19], the seafloor was segmented into61

regions of crust, sediment and a mix of the two using Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) and62

acoustic measurements within each segment were used to estimate the abundance of crust in each63

region. The high computational cost of segmentation does not readily scale to larger regions.64

While previous work analysed small volumes of ROV data, the majority of data in this work has65

been collected using an AUV, described in [26], with modifications made to the data acquisition66

system. This includes real-time control of a double-gimbal system that orients the acoustic probe67

to be normal to the seafloor by analysing the 3D visual mapping data [27]. This allows acoustic68
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TABLE I

SPECIFICATIONS OF THE PLATFORM (AUV BOSS-A)

Vehicle

Dimensions 3.0 m x 0.7 m x 0.7 m

Mass 600 kg

Operating velocity 0.2 kn (0.1 m/s)

Operating altitude range 1.5± 0.5m

Depth rating 3000 m

Endurance 7 h

Payloads

Parametric acoustic probe:

Frequency 2 MHz (carrier) , 200 kHz (signal)

-3 dB footprint < 2 cm (dynamic focusing)

Mounting 2-axis gimbal

Gimbal roll, pitch range ±15◦, ±45◦

Ping rate 20 Hz

3D visual mapping system:

Type Monocular vision and structured light using sheet laser

Illumination 2 x LED panels (20,000 lm/panel)

Laser power , wavelength 120mW , 532 nm

Camera resolution, FOV 1328 x 1048, 65◦ x 53◦

Camera frame rate 15 fps

Laser to camera baseline 1.22 m

Swath, resolution 1.5 m , 1.4 mm

Bathymetry resolution (at 1.5 m) 1.4 mm (cross-transect)

6.7 mm (along-transect)

3.0 mm (depth)

measurements to be made on steep slopes and complex terrains. The advances in the sensor,69

platform and novel algorithms described in this paper allow estimates of Mn-crusts to be made70

over hectare-scale regions of the seafloor for the first time.71

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW72

A. AUV Boss-A73

The specifications of the AUV “Boss-A” [26], used to collect the data analysed in this paper,74

are shown in Table I and the position of various sensors are shown in Fig. 2.75
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of Boss-A surveying Mn-crust using visual and acoustic sub-systems.

The acoustic probe is a parametric sub-surface sonar that records sub-surface reflections of76

the seafloor. The probe consists of a 5 channel annular array of 2 MHz piezoelectric transducers77

for transmission and a 200 kHz piezoelectric transducer to record reflections. It is dynamically78

focused on the seafloor at ranges from 0.5 m to 2.5 m [19]. Since measurements require the79

probe to be orthogonal to the measured surface for best results, the probe is mounted on a two80

axis gimbal. The relative slope of the seafloor is calculated in real-time and the gimbals oriented81

normal to the seafloor [27]. The signals are analysed to find reflections from the crust-substrate82

boundary and thickness values are calculated as described in section III-B.83

The visual system generates 3D colour maps of the seafloor using a light sectioning method84

using a single camera, a sheet laser and LEDs for illumination as described in [28]. The85

deformation of the laser line, which corresponds to the bathymetry of seafloor, can be used86

to calculate the xyz coordinates of the points that fall on the line. As the AUV moves, these87
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points will come in the illuminated region of the image; the RGB color values of the point can88

be identified based on the motion of the AUV.89

B. Data analysis workflow90

For processing, the seafloor is divided into sections of 10m length, processed separately and91

the results are compiled. The workflow for processing each section is shown in Fig. 3. Visual data92

is classified into sections of crust, nodule and sediment, as described in section III-A to calculate93

the percentage cover of exposed crust. The acoustic measurements over non-crust regions are94

discarded and reflections are processed to make thickness measurements, as described in section95

III-B. These thickness values are extrapolated to the crust areas and the results are integrated to96

calculate the total volume of crust in the region, as described in section III-C.97

III. ALGORITHMS98

A. Seafloor classification99

The different seafloor types present in the survey area can be classified into continuous Mn-100

crust deposits, Mn-nodules and sediments [6]. Examples of each type are shown in Fig. 4.101

In terrestrial applications, researchers have used Support Vector Machine (SVM) for classifying102

3D point clouds [29]. Although neural networks are widely used in image classification tasks103

[30], [31], SVM was found to perform better with a small number of well defined classes and104

large training datasets [32], [33].105

The authors built a SVM classifier with a polynomial kernel for identifying Mn-crust from106

seafloor bathymetry and colour maps [34], [35]. In order to make the classification scale to large107

areas, the seafloor was sampled into uniform sections called kernels and classified, reducing the108

processing times to be linearly proportional to the area of seafloor being classified. Two datasets109

(see Table III for details) were selected as training and testing, and cross validation sets to ensure110

that robust classification is achieved.111

Each kernel is an independent 3D point cloud with each point described by its features (see112

Table II) derived from colour (RGB) and location (xyz) values, and has no overlap with adjacent113

kernels.114

Bathymetric features describe the shape of the point cloud. The standard deviations in the115

vertical direction is a measure of the spread of the point cloud (f2 ). The slope of the seafloor,116
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of data processing framework. Contributions of this paper are highlighted in bold outlines.
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Fig. 4. Different types of seafloor present in the area. (a) Top view of a 21 m section, with insets showing different types. (b)

Detailed views of each type. (c) Bathymetric maps. The frames are colored as follows: (Red) Continuous Mn-crust deposits.

(Blue) Sediment covered areas. (Green) Nodules of varying sizes.

independent of the direction it is facing is represented by f1 (measured as the altitude angle or117

elevation angle) and is calculated as the deviation of the normal of the seafloor N.118

f1 = 90− cos−1(N ·V) (1)

where V = [0, 0,−1]T is the unit vector along Z axis facing away from the seafloor.119

The seafloor is relatively smooth in sediment covered areas and is more rough for crusts and nod-120

ules. This surface roughness is captured in two features, as defined in the ISO 4287:1997 standard,121

mean and standard deviation of the deviation from the plane of the kernel in the normal direction.122

Assuming that the kernel consists of n points, with each point i being (xi, yi, zi, Ri, Gi, Bi), the123

deviation of each point can be calculated as124
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TABLE II

FEATURES CALCULATED WITHIN EACH KERNEL (BOLD FONT INDICATE THE FEATURES CHOSEN FOR USE IN THE FINAL

CLASSIFIER BASED ON THE F1 SCORES CALCULATED, SEE FIG. 7)

Bathymetric Features Image Features

f1 Slope f5 Luminosity mean

f2 Vertical standard deviation f6 Luminosity standard deviation

f3 Roughness mean f7 Luminosity entropy

f4 Roughness standard deviation f8 Red intensity mean

f9 Green intensity mean

f10 Blue intensity mean

f11 Red intensity standard deviation

f12 Green intensity standard deviation

f13 Blue intensity standard deviation

hi = |N · [xi, yi, zi]T | (2)

f3 and f4 are then calculated as the mean and the standard deviation of all the points within the125

kernel respectively.126

Image features represent the features calculated from the colour of the seafloor. The simplest127

image features include the mean RGB values of the kernel (f8 , f9 and f10 ) and their standard128

deviation (f11 , f12 and f13 ). Since crusts and nodules appear darker than the sediment areas, a129

luminosity image of the kernel is constructed. Luminosity of a point i is a measure of brightness130

of the point and can be calculated as131

Ii = 0.21Ri + 0.72Gi + 0.07Bi. (3)

The mean and standard deviation of luminosity for each kernel are calculated as f5 and f6132

respectively. Entropy (f7 ) is calculated from the luminosity image using the below equation.133

f7 = −
∑
j

P (Ij) log(P (Ij)) (4)

where P (Ij) is the probability that a random point j will have a luminous intensity Ij .134

The normalised values of all features can be compared using Fig. 5, where a kernel size of135

10 cm edge length was found to be appropriate for discriminating between the different types of136

seafloor.137
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Fig. 5. Features used and their variation w.r.t. seafloor types. The values are normalized to approximately zero mean and unit

variance across the whole training data for a kernel size of 10 cm. The bold font indicates features chosen for use in the final

classifier based on the F1 scores calculated, see Fig. 7.

In order to identify the optimal feature vector, optimize the hyper-parameters and train the138

classifier, two datasets are selected and manually labelled. A summary of the two datasets is139

shown in Table III. Dataset 1 consists of 58860 kernels and dataset 2 consists of 44830 kernels.140

The training data was constructed by randomly selecting 5000 kernels from dataset 1. The testing141

data for the classifier, whose results were used to tune the SVM, was constructed by randomly142

selecting a different set of 5000 kernels from dataset 1. The entire dataset 2 was used as the143

independent cross validation (CV) dataset and was used in the final step for selecting the best144

performing feature set.145

Fig. 6 shows the confusion matrix of the classifier after optimization, where the crust kernels146

were double weighted during training to ensure the algorithm prioritises identifying Mn-crusts.147

The final performance was measured using the F1 score [31], [36]. The feature set with the best148

classification performance was identified by doing an extensive search under three categories -149

image features only (C1), bathymetric features only (C2) and a combination of both image and150
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TABLE III

STATISTICS OF MANUALLY LABELLED DATASETS USED IN BUILDING THE SVM CLASSIFIER.

Dataset 1. Training and testing 2. Cross validation

Dive number BSA038 BSA031

Collected on 2017 January 21 2016 January 24

Crust area (m2) 140 179

Sediment area (m2) 164 107

Nodules area (m2) 285 162

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Confusion matrix of classifier after optimisation.

bathymetric features (C3). Feature vectors from C3 performed better than others. Fig. 7 shows the151

accuracy values for the best two classifiers for each feature vector length with the CV accuracy152

plotted alongside. The classifier ζ9, with 9 features (f1 , f3 , f4 , f6 , f7 , f8 , f10 , f11 , and f13 ), has153

both the highest CV scores of 90.0% accuracy and 87.7% F1 -score. This feature vector was154

selected for the SVM classifier and is highlighted in bold in Fig. 7. The decision boundary of155

the classifier ζ9 shows that crust is more prevalent in steeper areas. The mean roughness value156

is higher than the standard deviation of roughness for nodules indicating an undulating texture.157

The classifier was further tuned by optimizing the hyper-parameters which influence the SVM158

decision function. Values were optimized using a random search over a large range of parameter159

values followed by an extensive grid search in the vicinity of the best performing parameter160

values [37].161
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Fig. 7. Performance of the feature vector size on classification. Beyond 7 features, increasing the number of features increases

scores by a minimal amount. However, on cross-validation, the higher results turn out to be due to overfitting. The selected

classifier (ζ9) is highlighted.

B. Acoustic data interpretation162

Acoustic reflections made over seafloor sections classified as crust are used to estimate a163

thickness value [38]. The acoustic measurements are corrupted by noise generated by scattering,164

multi-path reflections, and local inclusions in the crust layer. In order to identify a continuous165

layer of Mn-crust from successive measurements, the algorithm carries out filtering of individ-166

ual pulses, extracting signal boundaries, re-framing the signal into a distance based grid, and167

identifying secondary reflections to calculate thickness.168

Initially, each recorded signal is filtered by removing the spectral components that fall away169

from the transmitted frequency of 200 kHz. In extracting signal boundaries, the signal region170

of interest is identified using binary thresholding using Otsu’s method [39] to identify the first171

reflection, i.e. the top surface of the seafloor.172

In the third step, the reflections are bundled into a single image frame, with adjacent signals173

lined up with their first reflection matching and subsequent values as pixel intensities below. The174
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Fig. 8. Illustration showing acoustic thickness estimation. The reflections are arranged as an image aligned w.r.t. the top

reflection. A cost function is calculated for each potential thickness (see (5))

signals are sampled into a uniform 2D grid. An illustration is shown in Fig. 8, where darker175

colours indicate stronger reflections. The image is filtered using a median filter in order to reduce176

noise. The signal intensities are then corrected for attenuation in crust.177

Since the top surface has been identified as Mn-crust by the SVM classifier, a near continuous178

secondary reflection is assumed to exist and the best candidate is selected using an integral179

function that calculates the strength of reflections at each distance from the top surface. The180

entire acoustic frame is denoted as Φ and an individual point in the image as φiτ , where i181

denotes the X coordinate (ping number) and τ denotes the Y coordinate (depth from seafloor).182

A cost function is calculated for each potential thickness value of τ as shown in (5).183

Γτ = −
∑
i∈X

|φiτ̂ | (5)

where φiτ̂ is the point with highest intensity within a threshold distance to τ , for each ping i.184

For example, in Fig. 8, the point directly above τ is used (τ̂ = τ − 1). This is done to account185

for minor local variations of thickness within the layer. The mean thickness is identified as the186

τ having the lowest cost Γτ and the secondary layer, which is the crust-substrate interface, is187

calculated as φiτ̂ , for each ping i. Thus the thickness becomes188

ti = τ̂i. (6)

This will result in a thickness value which is consistent over the range of several meters, yet189

accommodates for the local, minor variations in crust thickness.190
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C. Data fusion and crust volume estimation191

The thickness measurements made in the previous step lie along the 2D path where each192

acoustic ping struck the seafloor within the 1.5 m wide 3D map. Since the thickness of Mn-193

crusts are assumed to change gradually over the range of several meters, the measured thickness194

values are extrapolated into all crust kernels and the volume of crust present in the area is195

calculated by integrating over all kernels.196

To extrapolate thickness measurements, for a kernel i, a window of influence Ji is defined197

as the set of all kernels within a threshold distance dth from the centre of i (set to 2 m). The198

number of kernels in set Ji is calculated to be NJi and the number of crust kernels is calculated199

to be CJi . Assuming Ĵi to be the set of all kernels inside Ji where a thickness measurement is200

made, the thickness of the crust at i is calculated as a weighted sum of thickness values of Ĵi201

ti =


∑

j∈Ĵi
wjtj

CĴi

if CĴi > 0

0 otherwise
(7)

where CĴi is the number of crust kernels within Ĵi. The weight wj of each measurement tj is202

calculated as an inverse function of euclidean distance from kernel j to kernel i (dij).203

wj = 1− dij
dth

. (8)

The local percentage cover of exposed Mn-crust deposits (Ψi) about i is calculated as204

Ψi =
CJi

NJi

100. (9)

Using the density of Mn-crust (ρ) calculated from samples collected in the area, the local205

mass coverage per unit area of Mn-crust about i can be calculated as206

Mi =
ρ
∑

j∈Ji tj

NJi

. (10)

The window of influence Ji is then moved to the next point where a thickness measurement207

was taken and the calculations are repeated, to estimate the distribution of crust along the entire208

mapped area.209
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TABLE IV

SUMMARY OF FIELD EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED AT TAKUYO DAIGO SEAMOUNT IN THE NORTHWESTERN PACIFIC OCEAN.

Vehicle Number Lateral distance Observation Observation

of dives surveyed (m) speed (m/s) time (min)

Hyper-Dolphin (ROV) 1 3636 0.15 312

Boss-A (AUV) 5 7217 0.1 931

IV. ANALYSIS OF FIELD SURVEYS210

Field trials of the system were conducted at the southern shoulder of Takuyo Daigo. In a span211

of over 5 years, several dives were made to depths between 1350 m and 1600 m below sea level.212

A summary of the dives is given in Table IV.213

A. Continuous flat Mn-crust deposits214

The steps in analysing a seafloor section to estimate crust distribution are shown in Figs. 9215

and 10. They show a seafloor section consisting of a flat continuous Mn-crust layer which is216

6 m in length and 1.5 m in width. Fig. 9(a) shows the top view of the 3D reconstruction with217

the red dots showing the locations of acoustic measurements. Towards the right, a short vertical218

drop, seen in the reconstruction as a white vertical strip, is present where the crust breaks off219

and the broken slabs can be seen immediately afterwards. The acoustic reflections recorded by220

the probe are shown in Fig. 9(b). The classification results are shown in Fig. 9(c); other than221

a small section in the middle, all measurements are made over Mn-crust. A thickness value is222

calculated for points (red dots in Fig. 9(a)) which lie on kernels classified as crust as shown223

in Fig. 9(d). The horizontal axis of the plots represents the distance corresponding to the trace224

of the acoustic measurements on the seafloor. Due to the gimbals continuously orienting the225

acoustic probe so that the pulse is normal to the seafloor, the trace is longer than the length of226

the 3D reconstruction. The percentage cover calculated using (9) is plotted in Fig. 10(a). The227

graph shows the dip in coverage in the middle due to the sediment covered area. The estimated228

mass coverage is shown in Fig. 10(b), with ∼ 180 kg/m2 of crust.229

B. Sediment to nodules transition230

Fig. 11 shows a 12 m section that transitions from full sediment cover to full nodule cover.231

The acoustic signals also show a clear change from a weak top reflection in sediment covered232
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Intensity (au) -2.4 -1.3

(a)

(b)

Crust
Nodules
Sediment(c)

(d)

Fig. 9. Steps in processing the data collected over a flat crust section. The crust layer breaks towards the right and the broken

pieces can be seen at the extreme right. A short vertical drop and a small section of sediment separates the two. (a) Top view of

seafloor section with locations of acoustic measurements shown as dots. (b) Acoustic signals recorded. (c) SVM classification.

(d) Estimated thickness values.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. The horizontal axis denotes the interpolated trace distance along the red dots in Fig. 9 and is significantly longer than

the length of the seafloor section. (a) Percentage cover. (b) Mass coverage of crust.

areas to sharper reflections with change in the type of seafloor. Since no crust is present, no233

thickness values are calculated. However, in the acoustic reflections, a weak second reflection234

can be seen indicating the presence of a buried layer. It can be seen that some edge kernels are235

misclassified as crust due to the limitation of the color correction method used in generating the236

3D maps. In the presented example, this creates a 2.7% error in the percentage cover estimates.237

However, since the acoustic data is collected along the middle of the transect, which is classified238

correctly as sand/nodules, no error in thickness measurements and final mass calculations are239

incurred.240

C. Sediment covered flat Mn-crust near a ledge241

Figs. 12 and 13 shows a 12 m section of various types of seafloor. It is centred on a ledge242

of flat Mn-crust and partially covered by a layer of sediment. Below the ledge, a thick layer of243

sediment is visible, followed by broken slabs of Mn-crust. Since Mn-crusts are exposed partially,244

the coverage estimate oscillates between near zero and 80 %. Towards the left, the sparse and245

weak acoustic reflections indicate a sand layer and a second layer becomes clear where the crust246
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Fig. 11. A sediment section transitioning into a nodule section. Because no crust kernels were found, thickness values are

not calculated. (a) Top view of the 3D reconstruction. The trace of acoustic measurements (see Fig. 9(a)) has been omitted for

clarity of visualisation. (b) SVM classifier output. (c) Acoustic signals recorded by the probe, showing no consistent layer of

crust. The image shows weak second layers of reflections in areas shown in boxes, presumably from a buried layer of crust.

is exposed. Towards the right, the seafloor is covered in nodules and it shows in the acoustic247

reflections as strong reflections, but with no secondary layer visible. To the left of the nodules,248

where a sand section of about 0.8 m is present, a secondary layer beneath the sediments is visible249

in the acoustic reflections; however, the type of the layer cannot be determined with the proposed250

techniques.251

D. Compiled results from all dives252

The data collected from all the dives are analysed and combined, and the distributions for a253

50 cm edge window are shown in Figs. 14-17. Since the ROV transects followed a crust layer,254

the results show a high percentage cover throughout. These four transects were mapped during a255
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Intensity (au) -2.4 -1.3

(a)

(b)
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Nodules
Sediment

(d)

(c)

Fig. 12. Seafloor section containing a variety of types. Towards the left, the layer of crust is partially covered by sediment

and gets broken in the middle. Farther to the right, the sections are covered by nodules. (a) Top view of seafloor section. (b)

Acoustic signals recorded by the probe. (c) SVM classification of the seafloor section. (d) Thickness values estimated.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 13. Analysis results from the seafloor patch with different classes shown in Fig. 12. (a) Percentage cover of crust. (b) Mass

coverage of crust. Towards the left side, although it is nearly 100% covered by crust, the layers are thin and hence the mass

coverage is only about 75% of the maximum coverage expected in the area.

single dive and are indicated using green arrowheads. The remaining transects, mapped by AUV256

shows a varying landscape that can have anywhere between zero and one hundred percent crust257

coverage. It can be seen that the lower sections of the seamount, which are also steeper, have a258

high crust coverage. In some areas, the cover is seen to vary rapidly. The section marked by F259

has flat continuous Mn-crust deposits in the upper section, whereas the lower section, only 10 m260

away, shows a sediment covered seafloor. This high variability in the seafloor classes indicate261

the need for a continuous measurement system in order to assess the crust volume accurately.262

Locations A and B in Fig. 14 are intersects of ROV and AUV transects, with close-up views263

in Fig. 15 showing consistency between the transects. Crossing A is a sand covered crust area264

(exposed crust can be seen to the right and top of the intersection) with some rocks. Crossing265

B is covered with nodules of various sizes.266

The thickness values measured and the samples collected from the area are shown in Fig. 16.267

The relative abundance of crust in the upper and lower sections of the map and the lack of crust268

in the central regions is observed. The thickness varies from about 40 mm to a maximum of269
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Fig. 14. Percentage cover of Mn-crust along mapped transects. The 4 ROV transects (shown by arrows) have a higher % cover

as regions with exposed crusts were followed manually by the ROV pilots, whereas the AUV used for all other transects followed

pre-planned trajectories. Crust coverage can vary rapidly such as in the area marked by F; very different landscapes only 10 m

apart (3D maps shown in insets).

114 mm, with a mean thickness of 69.6 mm. A total of 26 samples were collected in the past in270

the area covered; their locations are shown as green triangles. Although there is no exact overlap271

between the samples collected and the surveyed regions, 7 samples are within 10 meters of the272

transects. These samples, shown as red triangles are used for further analysis for comparing the273

results of the present survey with sampling based methods in section IV-E.274

The final volumetric estimates are shown in Fig. 17, which shows the unit crust coverage for275

every part of the mapped regions. The results vary from zero up to a maximum of 204 kg/m2. As276

observed from Figs. 14 and 16, the lower, steeper sections of the seamount contains maximum277

coverage of crusts, even though the coverage can vary abruptly in a short range of a few tens278

of meters.279
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Fig. 15. Two locations where the transects intersect are selected for inter-comparison between AUV and ROV collected data

(See Fig. 14 for the locations). The blue outline shows the ROV transects and the red outline indicates the AUV transects.

E. Discussion280

Quantitative estimates of Mn-crust abundance were obtained over large areas using the instru-281

ments and methods described. A summary of the results along with the variability and estimates282

of uncertainty for each measurement is provided in Table V. The variability is calculated as283

the one-sigma deviation from the mean value. The uncertainty is estimated as the error in284

measurements on the mean and variability values.285

The sources of error in the measurements are propagated as systematic errors depending on the286

thickness, the density of crust, area and the classification. The 3D mapping system has an 1-sigma287

uncertainty of 9.17 % affecting the total mapped area. The thickness measurements are subject to288

a 6.1 % variability in the velocity of sound (2932± 179m/s) in Mn-crusts [19]. The percentage289

cover has 10 % uncertainty from classification (cross validation accuracy - see section III-A). In290

calculating the total amount of Mn-crust present in the area, a 1.9 % variability in the density of291

crust (1920± 36 kg/m3) is also considered [19], resulting in a total uncertainty of 27.2 %. It is292

estimated that there is 870 t of Mn-crust in the mapped area, with an uncertainty of 237 t. Error293

in mass coverage is calculated to be 18 % and the calculations show the amount of crust per unit294

area to be 69.6 kg/m2 with an uncertainty of 12.5 kg/m2. However, particularly notable is the295

variability of 59.7(±10.7)kg/m2, which is 85.8% of the mean value. This is consistent with the296

observation that crust deposits are highly variable and therefore require continuous measurements297
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Fig. 16. Thickness of Mn-crust along mapped transects. The thickness is higher in deeper and steeper sections of the seamount

(left bottom area). The samples collected from the visible area and the samples which are close to the mapped area are shown

as green and red triangles respectively.

to accurately map their distribution and indicates that high resolution measurements are required298

for accurate portrayal of crust distribution and inventory survey.299

A comparison of the results is made with estimates made using only samples taken within300

10 m of the mapped region, which show a mean thickness of 63.3 mm with a standard deviation301

of 29.5 mm. A total of 7 samples are selected, which are collected from 5 locations as indicated302

in Fig. 16. The limited number of samples constitute a large statistical error of 37.8 % in sample303

thickness measurements. Since percentage cover cannot be calculated from samples, the estimates304

made in the previous step are used to illustrate the advantages of continuous measurements. It305

can be seen from Table V that the final estimated crust mass per unit area and the total amount306

of crust in an area equal in size to the mapped area has an uncertainty of 49.7 % and 58.9 %307

respectively.308
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Fig. 17. Final volumetric coverage estimate along mapped transects. The results vary from nil to 204 kg/m2, with the maximum

crust coverage found in the steeper lower sections of the mapped region.

The high uncertainty in surveys based on sampling, as compared to AUV surveys, arises due309

to the significantly smaller number of measurements. In acoustic surveys from an AUV, there310

are over one million measurements and thus the statistical error is negligible. Only the 6.1 %311

systematic error, due to the variability in the speed of sound, needs to be considered. On the312

contrary, the thickness of physically recovered samples can be measured with high accuracy,313

making the systematic error almost zero. Nevertheless, the statistical error is high and can be314

reduced only by increasing the number of samples in the given area. Producing an uncertainty315

less than the systematic error in the acoustic measurements require a minimum of 268 samples316

to be collected for an equivalent surveyed area. Since sampling using ROVs takes approximately317

40 min to 1 h [2], collecting so many representative samples is not practical. Furthermore, the318

continuous local variability of crust cover indicates that pointwise sampling alone is not suitable319
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TABLE V

ESTIMATED MN-CRUST AT TAKUYO DAIGO SEAMOUNT MEASURED ALONG A TOTAL TRANSECT LENGTH OF 10.9 KM (SEE

TABLE IV FOR SURVEY DETAILS), WITH UNCERTAINTY VALUES IN BRACKETS. THE VARIABILITY OF ESTIMATED VALUES

INDICATES THE CONTRASTING NATURE OF THE MN-CRUST DEPOSITS. AN INDICATIVE ESTIMATE USING ONLY SAMPLES

COLLECTED FROM THE SAME AREA IS COMPARED.

Parameter Proposed method Samples

N=7

Mean Variability Mean Variability

(±σ) (±σ) (±σ) (±σ)

Total area mapped (m2) 12,510 - - -

(±1150)

Percentage cover (%) 52.0 ±39.0 - -

(±5.20) (±3.90)

Thickness of crust (mm) 69.6 ±18.7 63.3 29.5

(±4.25) (±1.14) (23.9) (11.2)

Crust per unit area (kg/m2) 69.6 ±59.7 63.2* 22.1*

(±12.5) (±10.7) (±31.4)* (±10.1)*

Amount of crust (t) 870 - 791* -

(±237) (±466)*

* Visual mapping data for area estimates is used to calculate this value.

for accurate survey of Mn-crust distribution.320

In order to study the spatial distribution of Mn-crust over the scale of hundreds of metres, crust321

per unit area and its variance for each transect (see Fig. 17 for transect numbers) is compared322

in Fig. 18. These transects are roughly parallel in most places and are spaced between 100323

to 250 m in the lower sections. The bar charts to the right show estimates made by randomly324

selecting a fixed number points, equally from each transect, to simulate sampling where the total325

number of points considered is shown. The error bars indicate the systematic error for the full326

data, and the standard deviation of 50 iterations for each random selection of point location. The327

systematic error is not shown in the random point samples to illustrate the level of uncertainty328

that would be expected if an equivalent number of samples was recovered. A larger number of329

points provide a more representative estimate of the crust coverage where the statistical error330

levels become comparable to the systematic errors in the proposed method after 200 random331

points. Even with 200 locations sampled, which would take approximately 8 days of bottom time332
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Fig. 18. Mass coverage of each transect shown in Fig. 17 and its variability. This is compared with a hypothetical sampling

scenario, by randomly selecting points from the surveyed data. Mean value and error for each dataset is written above the bars.

Variations among transects shows that extrapolating the results from a single transect to the whole area can result in erroneous

estimates. The error values indicate that > 200 random samples are required for getting an accuracy comparable to the proposed

method.

for ROV sampling, the spatial variability still influences the estimates (e.g transect iii), indicating333

further sampling is required to capture the variability between adjascent transects. The variation334

in estimates among transects indicates that extrapolating results from a single transect over the335

entire mapped area can lead to highly inaccurate results. Multiple surveys at different locations336

are required to accurately estimate crust coverage and volume.337

V. CONCLUSION338

• In-situ measurements of the distribution of Mn-crust in hectare scale regions has been339

demonstrated for the first time by using machine learning tools to analyze visual 3D maps340

and acoustic sub-bottom sonar measurements. The results are combined to calculate the341

total mass and distribution of the Mn-crust in the region. The measurements were validated342
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using samples collected from the survey area, which indicated a comparable total volume343

of crust.344

• SVM methods can achieve a high level of classification accuracy (90%), where it has been345

demonstrated that combining both shape and visual features improves the performance over346

classifiers that consider only shape or visual features. Furthermore, this study showed that347

using too many features leads to overfitting, and that a relatively small number of combined348

features has better generalisation.349

• The proposed method is advantageous over sampling with a nearly 50 % lower uncertainties350

in crust estimates. It is shown that it is not practical to achieve a similar uncertainty level351

using sampling and video surveys since >200 samples would be required. Also, the proposed352

method avoids the inherent biases of sampling towards samples that are easy to collect, and353

not characterising regions with no samples, such as nodules and sediments.354

• The surveyed region of the Takuyo Daigo seamount has an average Mn-crust distribution355

of 69.6 kg/m2 for a 12,510 m2 mapped region, with occurrence ranging between 0 and356

204 kg/m2. The region had a variability in distribution of 85.8%, indicating that continuous357

measurements are needed in order to accurately characterise Mn-crust distribution.358
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